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The evolution of this contemporary space
from traditional Art Deco to a sophisticated,
inviting Scandinavian-influenced family
home is nothing short of inspirational.
PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O’BRIEN / STYLING ALANA LANGAN
INTERIOR DESIGN MICHELLE HART / WORDS JACQUI GREIG
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S T A T E M E N T D I N I N G Michelle initially put forward
a few monochrome print options for her client’s dining room,
working in with their style and budget. “What I really was looking
for, was something with pizzazz, just a bit of colour that wasn’t
abstract (as it wasn’t what she wanted) but that would also tie
the whole open plan area together,” says Michelle. “I crossed my
fingers when I recommended either ‘Miss Lorio’ or ‘Miss Soho’ by
Brent Rosenberg in the hope that they’d love the works as much
as I did. And it turned out they did, choosing ‘Miss Lorio’, which I
had beautifully framed by Forman Picture Framing.” Mika dining
chairs and Barnet Maroc rug from GlobeWest.

It is difficult to envisage the light, bright home of
Melbourne-based Georgina as anything but the
airy abode it now is. However, prior to an extensive
transformation by Michelle Hart of Bask Interiors, the
traditional 1920s Art Deco house was typically dark
and heavy.

many of the rooms had deep-coloured featured walls.
Repainting all walls, bi-fold doors and fireplace mantles
in Dulux Whisper White instantly transformed the space,
as did replacing the heavy scalloped roman blind drapes
with Plantation shutters – a key move in allowing more
light to enter the space.

Having fallen in love with the clean lines associated with
Nordic design, Georgina was keen to introduce these
elements into the home she shares with her husband
Paul and three children, Thomas (15), William (13) and
Jessica (11).

Lighting plays an important role when it comes to
interiors, and Michelle embraced this, incorporating
stunning pieces throughout. The kitchen ‘Pop’ pendants
from Lights Lights Lights add depth and boldness to the
space, while the light oak David Trubridge pendant in the
stairwell reflects light in beautiful patterns.

“My style is contemporary, while still appreciating
traditional aspects,” explains Georgina. With frequent
travel courtesy of Paul’s job with a Danish company,
the appreciation for the Nordic aesthetic has only been
strengthened, while “a dining experience at NOMA
restaurant, with its minimalistic Scandinavian feel and
high quality fit-out and décor reinforced our love of
this style.”
Michelle’s brief included a total repaint, the polishing
of the Tasmanian Oak Hardwood floors, all new light
fittings and window dressings, plus furniture. “This house
has such great bones with beautiful original detail,”
says Michelle. “The existing style of the home was quite
traditional with beautiful ornate period features like lead
light windows, ceiling roses and picture rails.”
The interior walls were painted a creamy yellow and
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“The matching bulb lights in the lounge/dining room
were selected to make an impact, as you see both of
them in line from the hallway. I had to talk Georgina and
Paul into getting these lights, and they are really happy
they did now!” says Michelle.
On Georgina’s wish list was statement artwork, and
she was thrilled with how the blue tones of the Ali
McNabney-Stevens artwork ‘Black Hair’ worked in the
master bedroom. In order to perfectly complement the
dark timber of the existing bedroom suite, the piece was
custom framed by Forman Picture Framing, as was the
Brent Rosenberg artwork ‘Miss Lorio’, which takes pride
of place in the dining room and is framed in oak to tie in
with the dining furniture. All the other monochrome art
prints shown in the front rooms of the home are from the
stunning selection at Norsu Interiors.
>
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“Georgina favoured blue right from the start, hence
the blue armchairs and accessories. Touches of pink
were introduced in accessories like cushions and vases
to compliment the whole scheme, which is why the
Miss Lorio art print works so well,” says Michelle.

>

Working within this subtle colour palette are pops
of green courtesy of judiciously placed indoor
plants, which add colour, texture and life; “Michelle
suggested getting some indoor plants, and this has
become our passion - the house feels like it has
come alive with all the greenery - the kids refer to it
as The Jungle!” laughs Georgina.
“I love that they’ve embraced this and filled their
home with indoor plants – I am the one green with
envy now!” says Michelle.
“At the end of the day, I want my client’s personality
and style to prevail and I want them to love coming
home and enjoy being there.”
Job accomplished.

BEDROOM WITH CHARACTER
“Georgina and Paul wanted to keep their traditional
bedroom furniture, yet the brief was to make the
bedroom more contemporary,” recalls Michelle. “One
way to do this, was to introduce modern lamps (from
West Elm), in a brass finish. Brass was specifically
chosen to tie in with the brushed brass drawer knobs
on their dresser and bedside table as well as the new
side table for the room.” Bed linen from Sheridan,
pendant light from Beacon Lighting, rug from Halcyon
Lake, and ‘Black Hair’ print by Ali McNabney-Stevens
framed by Forman Picture Framing.

B E D R O O M N O O K Originally the master bedroom’s windows were covered with
heavy scalloped roman blinds. Michelle replaced with Plantation shutters to modernise the
space. “Plantation shutters can be ordered to match your paint colour so they keep everything
streamlined. So much more light can be let in, and they're also good for privacy, if required,
as people can’t see straight inside the home if you angle the shutters properly,” says Michelle.
Chair from Barnaby Lane and side table from West Elm.
adore home
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B L A C K A C C E N T S Michelle selected
these ‘Pop’ pendant lights from Lights Lights
Lights for their size and colour. “They were chosen
because the pendants that were there before,
were quite small in scale and I wanted to make
them stand out without being too heavy. Black
accents were added throughout the interior to
give it some depth and boldness,” says Michelle.
Bar stools from Relax House.

adore home
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C L I E N T L O V E “I loved that Michelle
would suggest furniture/accessories or
artwork we would never have considered,
if we tried to do it ourselves,” says Georgina
(pictured right). “I also loved that she took
our home to a level that we would never have
been able to acheive ourselves.”

ARTWORK CHOICES
Choose prints in different sizes for scale and
balance, as well as different frame types to
add a layered and interesting look to your
gallery wall or styled shelf, like this one.
Norsu Interiors has such a great range for
Nordic prints and I also love Yorkelee Prints
for the same Scandi style.

2

SHELF STYLING
An easy way to style your shelf is to use the lean and layer
look for displaying art prints. This is an economical way to
create visually interesting vignettes that not only include
art, but a variety of accessories like plants and trinkets,
and the bonus is you can easily change things around for a
different look without having to put any holes in your wall!

3

G R E E N I T U P ! Indoor plants help
soften a room, add colour, texture and life
by bringing the outdoors in, and the health
benefits are enormous. My clients did not
have one live indoor plant in their home
before this transformation took place! What
a difference indoor greenery can make for
your home. It now feels so alive and inviting.

MICHELLE HART
baskinteriors.com.au
@michelle_baskinteriors

MICHELLE’S TOP 3

D E C O R AT I N G T I P S
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L I V I N G R O O M N O O K An array of
potted plants add sculptural interest inside the
bookcase. Chair from GlobeWest, round cushion
from Rachel Castle and rug from Halcyon Lake.
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COLOUR PALETTE
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A monochromatic palette is the
perfect backdrop for natural
timbers and pale pastels. Get
Georgina's look with these finds.

PENDANT LIGHT ‘Southampton’ large exterior pendant light in antique black $299 beaconlighting.com.au / PEACH CUSHION ‘Cindy’ cushion $54.95 ozdesignfurniture.com.au
BLUE CUSHION Home Republic vintage washed linen cushion in pale blue $59.95 adairs.com.au / SHEEPSKIN Icelandic sheepskin in blush $319 nathanjac.com.au / VASE Danish
ceramic vase in white and pastel pink $49 urbancouture.com.au / ART Brent Rosenberg ‘Miss Lorio’ unframed print (41cm x 61cm) $675 greenhouseinteriors.com.au / PLANT
STAND Ivy Muse ‘Foundation’ plant stand in limited edition pewter (pot and plant not included) $210 ivymuse.com.au / BOX By Lassen ‘Frame’ storage box 14 (7cm x 14cm x 14cm)
in light grey $149 designstuff.com.au / LAMP ‘Industrial’ task table lamp in antique bronze $149 westelm.com.au / CHAIR GlobeWest ‘Mika’ dining chair $680 globewest.com.au
POT Middle of Nowhere ‘Samso’ planter in blush $35 middleofnowhere.com.au / RUG ‘Rondo Olbia’ rug made from 100% Pure New Zealand wool (colour 8804) 200cm diameter
$2500 halcyonlake.com / COFFEE TABLE Low bone coffee table $699 westelm.com.au
adore home
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